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Decorated with hand-painted florals and letters, these customizable garlands add natural
sophistication to weddings, showers, and other special occasions. Alphabet and botanical tiles
printed with metallic gold ink will string together in any order to create an infinite number of instantly
elegant messages.
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Delicate and colorful, we used these to make a banner for my daughter's birthday party. The tiles
can be re-arranged to form a different banner. The listing does not say how many tiles of each letter
there is, so I'm copying it here:8 tiles: florals5 tiles each: A,E4 tiles each: H,O3 tiles each: B, C, D,
G, I, L, M, N, P, R, S, T, Y2 tiles each: F, J, K, U, V, W1 tile each: Q, X, Z

I bought this garland to use at my wedding. Words to describe our wedding vibe: delicate, pastel,
vintage, and rustic. This garland is perfect. The botanical print is lovely and I like the clean,
simplicity of the font used.The only thing I would change about this garland is the metallic gold. On
the back of the package it says "Tiles are printed with Metallic Gold inks." The metallic gold isn't
really metallic. It also reads as almost a brown instead of a gold. I wish they would have used real
metallic ink for the letters because that would another layer of style and class to the already lovely
design. Small quibble though.

This product is definitely worth the price. Rifle Paper Co products are so beautiful and this garland is
no exception. The ribbon it comes with is white, however, not pink as shown in some photos.This

will be perfect for a wedding, or any sort of bridal/baby shower, or any spring/summer event. You
can make multiple phrases - I think that I made at least 5 wedding themed phrases with mine.Sturdy
discs, strong ribbon.

Very lovely garland kit that I have been using for birthday and various holiday decorations, as well
as to decorate for the seasons (the subtle color palette transitions well through all the seasons). The
round paper discs are easy to thread on and off the included white string for endless word/message
combinations that can easily be changed up. I love this garland so much, I purchased a second one
for my mom (who admired it every time she came to visit).â€¢ high-quality, thick cardstockâ€¢
reusableâ€¢ beautiful, feminine, pastel, tasteful, neutral, vintage color paletteâ€¢ simple sans serif
letters in a slightly sparkly, matte ink (gold-brown color)â€¢ good amount of each letter for
multiple/long messagesâ€¢ white string includedâ€¢ additional flower cards without letters included
to use as spacers or extra decorationâ€¢ fun circle shape

Exactly what I was looking for, customizable to make my own phrases. The price point is perfect for
a banner I'll be using over and over for multiple occasions. Product is high quality and very pretty. I
love that it comes with a standard size of ribbon so if I ever need to replace it, then I can pick it up at
a local craft store instead of rendering the product useless with replacement parts that cannot be
readily located.

I was pining over this for a while and I finally decided to purchase it. Planning on using it for parties
and my wedding. You get tons of letter cards and also some floral accent cards. The combinations
are endless and the paper is so pretty! I love love love these!

This is basically the cutest garland of all time. It is so beautiful and chic. They are also printed on
high quality card stock. I love that you can spell what ever you want. They give you plenty of letters
to make different words or a long name, etc. I had gotten so many compliments on this garland
during my baby shower! I would definitely recommend this product!

In true Rifle Paper Co form, this garland is beautiful. As other reviewers noted, the script is more of
a bronze than a gold, and the ribbon is white (not pink as shown.) I wish that it had come with a
longer ribbon or a second ribbon, as it was a bit of a squeeze fitting our phrase (granted, it was 27
characters). There are also a couple of letters that could use extras (plenty of A's and E's, not

enough O's and U's!) Overall, however, I am very pleased with it- we are placing it on display in our
nursery, and it could easily be used for a variety of celebrations.
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